CURSECRAFT for Lease Announcement
Happy late New Year everyone,
There has been a lean toward releasing all the CurseCraft properties. (media, files, DNS,
accounts, etc.) Released out to someone that would qualify to handle running an MC server
including the media. This will be provided through a specified lease. This does not mean it will
be officially sold and completely handed over. There will always be someone (Marcus) at the top
to insure CurseCraft is secure. (And not turned into a sketchy pornographic ad site by a 12 year
old or domains dispersed - like HugeDomains selling for over 2-3k again) Other than that, there
will be NO interference with how things are handled during the leased term against those
running specifically a MC server.
●

This is somewhat similar to Kjweg and Curtis running the server for OMGCookies, but
actually getting a real return for their efforts this time around.

●

In regards to Hytale releasing, there will very likely be other defined oversight stepping in
toward that likelihood which would be outlined and not interfering with the MC server.

In the coming month or two there would be a provided public form to fill out for those that
want to submit a request toward taking lease over the CurseCraft server and properties included
which will last for an undefined period of time until the right candidate is found. Any further
professional business inquiries: support@cursecraft.net
●

Anyone is welcome to submit a request if they feel they would be able to handle it or
improve the status quo. It would be good start if you had connections or resources to
advance the development and smooth out the transition to a release server. If you have
suggestions on who would best handle the CurseCraft server, please notify me your
suggestions. Also for any concerning comments on what is the most important aspects
to you if the server is handed over to someone else, please state them. (Like previous
ranks)

●

Upon vetting and picking a candidate, all the needed development aspects I have listed
in a doc (including the now broken MC Login Auth to the site + many others) that would
be wise to get updated, provided I had the time, would be given to that person as well as
go-to developer contacts. There is one talented prepaid plugin dev on stand-by for
potential use of services. Xenforo dev is a bit more specific and may not be needed,
alternatives may work just fine.

●

Revenue made through the CurseCraft mc server will be in large if not complete favor of
those running it. Decided over vetting form, interview and officially with a specific and
clear lease contract.

Lastly, I apologize for however delayed (years) this kind of announcement has been, but
given circumstances and more thought, here it is. Any feedback on this is greatly appreciated,
till then.

